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Email reminder to follow
Numbers

- 72 submissions (61 long, 11 short)
  - nearly a record (ITP2010 had 74)
- top author countries: France (28), US (25), Germany (20), Australia (15), China (14), Japan (8), Argentina (6)
- top provers: Coq (27), Isabelle (19), HOL4/HOL Light (8), Lean (6)
  - Each received at least 3* reviews
- PC: 32 members, 50 external reviewers
- 33 acceptances (29 long, 4 short)
More Numbers

- ITP attendance: 79
  - Recent years: 128 (Oxford FLoC), 76 (Brasilia), 90 (Nancy), 53 (Nanjing), 100 (Vienna FLoC)
- Coq WS: 36
- SpIISA & Proof Ground: 57
Move to LIPIcs

• Why change from Springer LNCS?
  • Strong desire for open access, but Springer charges 30-40 euros/page
  • Some concerns about "light technical copy-editing" becoming intrusive and damaging

• LIPIcs is open-access initiative run by Dagstuhl
  • Provides open access at 60 euros/paper
  • Used happily by ECOOP, ICALP, CSL
  • (Lose Springer student travel grants ~ 1000 euros)
Move to LIPIcs (2)

• SC approved move to LIPIcs
  • Absorb cost into registration fees
  • Five-year commitment (but not next year)
  • Experience has generally been very good so far
    • No copy-editing complaints
    • There may be some indexing issues (google scholar)
  • There will still be a special issue of Springer Journal of Automated Reasoning
    • Stay tuned for details
Other Topics

• Need clearer mechanism/standard for submitting artifacts (our fault)

• Double-blind reviewing?

• Add an author rebuttal period? Add meta-reviewing?

• Record talks for Youtube/...?

• Increase final paper length?

• Decrease conference length?

• Carbon credits?

• Restore student travel grants...
2020

- Integrated into IJCAR (with Cade, FroCos, TABLEAUX), co-located with FSCD.

- ITP will not exist as a separate conference.

- Location: Paris

Important dates (tentative):
Abstract submission: 8 January 2020
Paper submission: 15 January 2020
Notification: 15 March 2020
Final version of papers due: 5 April 2020
IJCAR Conference: 29th June - 2nd July 2020
2021

- Location: Rome
- Co-located with LICS
- Organizer: Daniele Gorla
- Dates: Late June/Early July